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FILTER HOUSING, FLUTED FILTER AND SAFETY FILTER

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to fluid filtration, and more particularly

to filter assemblies including filter housings, filter elements and safety filter elements for

filtering flowing fluid, such as air.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Various systems require filtration of fluid prior to use of the fluid within the

system. For instance, engines utilize air filtration systems for filtering air, the fluid, prior to

using the air within the engine to combust a fuel. These filtration systems will typically

utilize a housing that cooperates with a replaceable filter element to filter the flowing fluid.

When the filter element becomes spent, such as when it has become full with removed dust

particulates, the filter element can be removed from the filter housing.

[0003] One particular type of filter element used in air filtration is fluted filter media,

which as used herein will be broad enough to include, but not limited to gathered,

corrugated and tapered, fluted filter media. In one instance, the filter media is wound to

form a media pack. The axis for winding the filter media is typically parallel to the general

flow direction through the filter media. If the filter media pack is not properly supported or

becomes too large, the media pack can telescope due to the pressure differential across the

media pack during operation.

[0004] The invention provides improvements over the current state of the art of

filtration assemblies.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Various embodiments of filter assemblies including filter housings and filter

elements are provided. One aspect of many of the embodiments is that the filter assemblies

include one or more grates that extend across an outlet end of the filter media of the primary

filter element to prevent telescoping thereof. Preferably, the grate is not provided by the

filter element itself.



[0006] Other aspects are also provided by embodiments of the present invention. For

instance, in some embodiments, the seal member for sealing the primary filter element to

the housing is provided by a secondary filter element.

[0007] In one embodiment, a filter assembly comprising a filter housing, a first grate, a

cover, a seal, and a filter element is provided. The filter housing defines an internal cavity,

an inlet and an outlet. The first grate is interposed between the inlet and the outlet. The

cover is axially spaced from the first grate. The filter element has filter media. The filter

element is axially interposed between the first grate and the cover and positioned, at least in

part, within the internal cavity of the housing. The seal acts between the filter element and

the filter housing preventing bypass around the filter media from the inlet to the outlet.

[0008] In a particular embodiment, the filter element has an inlet flow face and an outlet

flow face. The first grate extends across and axially adjacent the outlet flow face and the

cover extends across and axially adjacent/proximate the inlet flow face. The first grate is

adjacent the outlet flow face substantially inhibiting telescoping of the filter media in a

direction of flow through the filter assembly.

[0009] In one embodiment, the first grate is integrally formed as part of the filter

housing as a one-piece construction (i.e. formed from a continuous piece of material).

[0010] In one embodiment, the first grate is an independent component part from the

filter housing and is removable therefrom and is independent from the seal and the filter

element.

[0011] In one embodiment, the seal is compressed axially between the filter housing and

the filter element forming an axial seal.

[0012] In one embodiment, the filter element includes an outer wrapper. The filter

media is positioned within the outer wrapper and is circumscribed by the outer wrapper. In

a more particular embodiment, the outer wrapper is imperforate and is plastic.

[0013] In one embodiment, the seal is compressed axially between the filter housing and

the outer wrapper. In a preferred embodiment, the seal is not carried by the filter element

and is shipped loose from the filter element.



[0014] In one embodiment, the outer wrapper includes a radially outward extending

flange. The seal is axially compressed between the radially outward extending flange and

the filter housing.

[0015] In one embodiment, the outer wrapper includes a plurality of a support ribs

extending radially outward, the ribs being axially elongated.

[0016] In one embodiment, the outer wrapper includes a radially outward extending

flange that extends radially outward further than the support ribs.

[0017] In one embodiment, the filter media has a first axial length between an inlet face

of the filter element and an outlet face of the filter element. The wrapper has a second axial

length being less than the first axial length such that an exposed portion of the outer

cylindrical periphery of the filter media extends axially out of the outer wrapper. In one

embodiment, the cover includes an annular axially extending first flange portion that

circumscribes the exposed portion of the filter media when the filter assembly is

assembled. In another embodiment, the cover includes an annular axially extending second

flange portion. The second flange portion extends axially into the internal cavity of the

filter housing and is radially interposed between the filter element and the filter housing.

The second flange portion being radially spaced from the first flange portion radially

outward.

[0018] In a more particular embodiment, the cover includes a radially

outward extending annular mounting flange and the filter housing includes a radially

outward extending mounting flange. The mounting flanges of the cover and the filter

housing axially abutting or are proximate one another when the filter assembly is

assembled. A seal member may be axially pinched between the mounting flanges.

[0019] In one more particular embodiment, the first and second flange portions of the

cover provide a stepped relationship with the first flange portion having an internal diameter

that is less than an internal diameter of the second flange portion. A radially extending

portion connects the first and second flanges. Further, the first and second flange portions

are axially offset from one another along the axis running between the inlet face and the

outlet face of the filter element.

[0020] In one embodiment, the filter element includes a radially outward directed seal

support flange operably secured to the filter media and the seal is axially compressed



between the seal support flange and the housing, and particularly a mounting flange of the

housing.

[0021] In one embodiment, the housing includes a radially outward directed seal

support flange. The seal is axially compressed between the seal support flanges of the

housing and the filter element.

[0022] Attachment mechanisms can be provided for securing the cover to the housing.

In one embodiment, the attachment mechanisms includes at least one of A) screws

extending through the seal support flanges of the housing and the filter element or B)

latches securing the cover to the housing.

[0023] Preferably, the filter media is fluted filter media.

[0024] In one embodiment, a filter element including a media pack, and an outer

wrapper is provided. The fluted filter media pack has an inlet flow face and an outlet flow

face. Flutes of the fluted filter media extending between the inlet and outlet flow faces.

The outer wrapper circumscribes the fluted filter media pack and extends axially less than

an entire length of the flutes of the fluted filter media pack such that an axially extending

portion of the fluted filter media pack is exposed.

[0025] In one embodiment, the outer wrapper defines a distal end axially offset from the

inlet flow face. The outer wrapper includes a radially outward extending flange proximate

the distal end.

[0026] In another embodiment, a filter assembly comprising a filter housing, a primary

filter element and a secondary filter element is provided. The filter housing defines an

internal cavity, an inlet and an outlet. The primary filter element has a media pack and a

sealing flange. The media pack extends axially between an inlet end and an outlet end. The

sealing flange has a radially outward facing sealing face. The sealing flange being operably

secured to the media pack. The safety filter element has filter media, a seal support

structure, an outward directed radial seal surface and an inward directed radial seal surface.

The seal support structure is operably secured to the filter media. The outward

directed radial seal surface is supported by the seal support structure and sealingly engages

an inner surface of the filter housing. The inward directed radial seal surface is supported

by the seal support structure and sealingly engages the radially outward facing sealing face

of the sealing flange of the primary filter element.



[0027] In one embodiment, the seal support structure has a seal support supporting the

inward and outward seal surfaces and an intermediate section extending between the seal

support and the filter media of the safety filter element. The intermediate section and the

inward directed radial seal surface form a channel therebetween axially receiving the

sealing flange of the primary filter therein when the radially outward facing sealing face

thereof engages the inward directed radial seal surface of the safety filter element.

[0028] In one embodiment, the seal support is a generally axially extending first flange

and the intermediate section includes a second generally axially extending second flange

spaced radially inward therefrom. The intermediate section structure further includes a

radially extending section coupling the first and second flanges.

[0029] In one embodiment, the outward and inward directed radial seal surfaces are

provided by a single seal member. In a further embodiment, the single seal member is

attached to the seal support with the seal support radially interposed between the inward and

outward directed radial seal surfaces. In a more particular embodiment, the seal support

includes radially directed reliefs formed therethrough, the seal member extending radially

through the reliefs. The reliefs may be slots or apertures.

[0030] In one embodiment, the safety filter axially abuts the fluted media pack of the

primary filter when assembled to prevent telescoping of the fluted media pack.

[0031] In one embodiment, the safety filter includes a grate axially abutting the outlet

end of the fluted media pack.

[0032] In one embodiment, an inlet face of the filter media of the safety filter element is

axially closer to the outlet end of the fluted media pack of the primary filter than the

engagement between the sealing flange of the primary filter element and the inward directed

radial seal surface.

[0033] In one embodiment, the filter housing has a radially inward directed step. The

safety filter element axially abuts the radially inward directed step.

[0034] In one embodiment, the sealing flange is more rigid than a material forming the

inward directed radial seal surface.

[0035] Preferably, the seal member is formed from foamed polyurethane.



[0036] In one embodiment, the sealing face of the sealing flange is axially spaced from

the media pack.

[0037] In one embodiment, the sealing face of the sealing flange is axially positioned, at

least in part, between the inlet and outlet ends of the fluted media pack.

[0038] In one embodiment, the outward directed radial seal surface is axially spaced

from the inward directed radial seal surface.

[0039] In one embodiment, the inward directed radial seal surface is axially closer to the

outlet end of the fluted media pack of the primary filter element than the outward directed

radial seal surface, when assembled.

[0040] In one embodiment, the seal support structure axially receives, at least part of,

the primary filter element when the filter assembly is assembled.

[0041] In one embodiment, at least part of the inward directed radial seal surface is

axially between the inlet end and the outlet end of the fluted media pack when the filter

assembly is assembled.

[0042] In another embodiment, a safety filter element (also referred to as a secondary

filter element) is provided. The secondary filter element includes filter media; an outward

directed radial seal surface; an inward directed radial seal surface; and a seal support

structure. The seal support structure is operably secured to the filter media and supports the

outward and inward directed radial seal surfaces. The seal support structure has a seal

support supporting the inward and outward directed radial seal surfaces and an intermediate

section extending between the seal support and the filter media. The intermediate section

and the inward directed radial seal surface form a channel therebetween with the radially

inward directed radial seal surface faces the intermediate portion.

[0043] In one embodiment, the seal support is a generally axially extending first flange

and the intermediate section includes a second generally axially extending second flange

spaced radially inward therefrom. The intermediate section further includes a radially

extending section coupling the first and second flanges.

[0044] Preferably, the outward and inward directed radial seal surfaces are provided by

a single seal member. Preferably, the single seal member is attached to the seal support



with the seal support radially interposed between the inward and outward directed radial

seal surfaces.

[0045] In another embodiment, a primary filter element including a media pack and a

rigid seal flange is provided. The media pack is preferably fluted and has an inlet end and an

outlet end. The rigid seal flange is secured to the fluted media pack. The rigid seal flange

defines a radially outward directed seal surface for sealing with a softer sealing material.

[0046] In one embodiment, the radially outward directed seal surface is axially spaced

from an outlet end of the fluted media pack.

[0047] In one embodiment, the filter element further includes an intermediate portion

connecting the rigid seal flange to the fluted media pack. In a more particular embodiment,

the intermediate portion is secured to a radially outer periphery of the fluted media pack and

is dimensioned radially greater than the rigid seal flange.

[0048] In one embodiment, the radially outward directed seal surface is, at least in part,

axially positioned between the inlet and outlet ends of the fluted media pack.

[0049] In another embodiment, a filter assembly including a filter housing, a primary

filter element and a safety filter element is provided. The filter housing defines an internal

cavity, an inlet and an outlet. The primary filter element has a fluted media pack extending

axially between an inlet end and an outlet end. The primary filter element also has a sealing

flange having a radially outward facing sealing face. The sealing flange is operably secured

to the media pack to prevent fluid flow therebetween. The safety filter element is tubular

defining an internal cavity in which the fluted media pack of the primary filter element

extends. The tubular safety filter element has a tubular ring of filter media; an outward

directed radial seal surface operably attached to the filter media sealingly engaging an inner

surface of the filter housing; and an inward directed radial seal surface operably attached to

the filter media sealingly engaging the radially outward facing sealing face of the sealing

flange of the primary filter element.

[0050] In one embodiment, the tubular safety filter further includes an end cap closing

an end of the filter media thereof. In one embodiment, the fluid flow path through the filter

assembly includes initially entering into the inlet end of the fluted media pack of the

primary element, passing axially through the fluted media pack and exiting the outlet end,

and then passing radially outward through the tubular safety filter.



[0051] In one embodiment, the primary filter element includes a generally imperforate

cylindrical wrapper extending axially between the inlet and outlet ends of the fluted media

pack. The outlet end fluidly communicates with the internal cavity of the tubular safety

filter.

[0052] In one embodiment, the assembly further includes a support structure axially

supporting at least a portion of the outlet end of the primary filter element.

[0053] In one embodiment, the filter housing includes a decreasing diameter section that

decreases in dimension along the fluid flow direction. The decreasing diameter section

includes a plurality of flow dividing fins extending generally radially inward.

[0054] In one embodiment, the flow dividing fins define an axial abutment against

which the tubular safety filter abuts when inserted within the housing.

[0055] In one embodiment, the tubular safety filter is generally positioned between the

inlet of the housing and the flow dividing fins.

[0056] In one embodiment, the inward directed radial seal surface is spaced radially

inward from an inner cylindrical periphery of the tubular ring of filter media and the

outward directed radial seal surface is spaced radially outward from an outer cylindrical

periphery of the tubular ring of filter media.

[0057] In one embodiment, the primary filter element has an outer cylindrical periphery

and a radial gap is formed between the outer cylindrical periphery of the primary filter

element and the inner cylindrical periphery of the tubular ring of filter media.

[0058] In one embodiment, a support grate is positioned proximate the outlet end of the

fluted media pack within the internal cavity of the tubular safety filter.

[0059] Another embodiment of a filter assembly includes a filter housing, an annular

seal member, a filter element and a cover. The filter housing defines an internal cavity and

an open inlet end. The annular seal member is carried on the open inlet end. The filter

element includes a media pack and an air swirler attached to the media pack and extending,

at least partially, radially outward beyond the media pack. The air swirler engages an axial

end of the annular seal member.



[0060] In more particular embodiments, the cover defines an inlet and radially seals on

a radially outer periphery of the annular seal member.

[0061] In one embodiment, the air swirler includes a plurality of veins defining radially

inward directed flow passages. The cover includes an outer annular skirt defining swirler

inlet ports therein.

[0062] In another embodiment, a filter assembly including a filter housing, a cover, a

primary filter element and secondary filter element is provided. The filter housing defines

an internal cavity. The cover attaches to the housing. The primary filter element is

positioned within the internal cavity and has a media pack. The secondary filter element

has filter media, an upstream grate, a downstream grate, and a seal member. The upstream

grate attaches to the filter media and is located proximate an upstream side of the filter

media. The upstream grate is proximate a downstream end of the media pack of the primary

filter element. The downstream grate attaches to the filter media and is located proximate a

downstream side of the filter media. The attachment between the grates and the media need

not be direct but could be provided by intervening structure of the secondary filter element.

The seal member is axially compressed between the primary filter element and the filter

housing providing the seal for both the primary filter element and the secondary filter

element relative to the housing.

[0063] In one embodiment, the primary filter element includes an outer imperforate

wrapper and includes a seal flange. The seal flange extends radially inward over a portion

of the downstream end of the media pack of the primary filter element. The seal member is

axially compressed between the filter housing and an axial face of the seal flange. The seal

member is sealingly engaged with the grates and the filter media of the secondary filter

element.

[0064] In another embodiment, a filter assembly comprising a filter housing, a cover, a

primary and a secondary filter element is provided. The filter housing defines an internal

cavity. The cover is attached to the housing. The primary filter element is positioned

within the internal cavity and has a media pack. The secondary filter element has filter

media, upstream and downstream grates, and first and second seal members. The upstream

grate is attached to the filter media and located proximate an upstream side of the filter

media. The upstream grate is proximate a downstream end of the media pack of the primary

filter element. The downstream grate is attached to the filter media and is located proximate

a downstream side of the filter media. The first seal member is axially compressed between



the primary filter element and a seal support member of the secondary filter element. The

second seal member is axially compressed between the seal support member and the filter

housing.

[0065] In one embodiment, the filter housing includes an outer annular sidewall

extending between an inlet end and an outlet end of the filter housing. The filter housing

further includes an inner annular sidewall spaced radially inward from the outer annular

sidewall forming an annular trough therebetween with a mouth axially facing the inlet end

of the filter housing. A radially extending abutment surface extends radially between the

inner and outer annular sidewalls forming a bottom of the trough. The second seal member

is axially compressed against the abutment surface.

[0066] In one embodiment, the seal support member extends axially into the annular

trough. In one embodiment, the downstream grate rests axially against a distal end of the

inner annular sidewall proximate the mouth of the trough.

[0067] In one embodiment, the primary filter element includes a sealing flange

extending radially inward over the downstream end of the media pack of the primary filter

element. The sealing flange axially compresses against the first seal member.

[0068] Another embodiment of a filter assembly includes a filter housing, a cover, a

primary filter element and a secondary filter element. The filter housing defines an internal

cavity extending between an inlet and an outlet. The filter housing has a radially extending

seal surface axially facing the inlet. The housing has a downstream support grate interposed

between the inlet and the outlet. The cover is attached to the housing. The primary filter

element is positioned within the internal cavity and has a media pack. A seal member is

operably attached to the media pack and is axially biased against and seals with the radially

extending seal surface of the filter housing. The secondary filter element has filter media

positioned upstream and against the downstream support grate. A removable grate is

axially interposed between the filter media of the secondary filter element and the media

pack of the primary filter element proximate a downstream end of the media pack of the

primary filter element.

[0069] In one embodiment, the filter housing includes an outer annular sidewall

extending between the inlet end and the outlet end of the filter housing. The outer annular

wall may be stepped. The filter housing further includes an inner annular sidewall spaced

radially inward from the outer annular sidewall forming an annular trough therebetween



with a mouth axially facing the inlet end of the filter housing. The radially extending seal

surface extending radially between the inner and outer annular sidewalls forming a bottom

of the trough, the seal member extending axially into the trough through the mouth.

[0070] In one embodiment, the removable grate includes an axially extending annular

flange. The axially extending annular flange extending into the trough to radially locate the

removable grate relative to the housing. The grate can be axially located on a distal end of

the inner annular sidewall.

[0071] Another filter assembly includes a filter housing, a seal member, a tubular

primary filter element, and a secondary filter element. The filter housing defines an internal

cavity extending between an inlet and an outlet. The seal member is attached to the filter

housing proximate the inlet defining a radially inward directed seal surface. The tubular

primary filter element includes a tubular media pack extending between an inlet end and an

outlet end. The tubular media pack has a generally imperforate inner periphery extending

between the inlet and outlet ends. The tubular primary filter element also includes an

axially extending seal flange attached to the tubular media pack proximate the inlet end.

The axially extending seal flange defining a radially outward directing seal surface. The

radially outward directed seal surface engages the radially inward directed seal surface of

the seal member. The secondary filter element is positioned within the tubular primary

filter element. The secondary filter element includes a closed end proximate the inlet end of

the tubular media pack of the tubular media pack; a radially directed seal carried at the

closed end radially engaging the inner periphery of the tubular media pack; and a third seal

member sealing an open end of the secondary filter element to the filter housing proximate

the outlet. A fluid flow path through the filter assembly flows axially through the primary

filter element and then radially through the secondary filter element, and then axially out of

the secondary filter element.

[0072] In one embodiment, the filter housing includes a perforate axial abutment shelf

against which the primary filter element axially abuts proximate the outlet end of the tubular

media pack. A radial gap is formed between the primary and secondary filter elements.

The seal member is releasably mechanically secured to the filter housing.

[0073] In one embodiment, if a cover is provided, such a cover sealingly engages the

seal member. The cover is located proximate the inlet of the housing. Typically, this would

be by way of an axial seal or by engaging a radially outer sealing surface of the seal

member. In another embodiment, a dual element media pack is provided. The dual element



media pack includes an outer tubular media pack having an outer imperforate wrapper

portion. The tubular media pack defines an internal cavity in which an inner cylindrical

media pack is positioned. The inner cylindrical media pack includes an outer imperforate

wrapper portion. Fluid flow through the media pack travels axially from an inlet end of the

tubular media pack axially toward an outlet end through the filter media thereof. The fluid

will then flow radially inward toward an inlet end of the cylindrical media pack. The f uid

will then flow axially from the inlet end of the cylindrical media pack toward the outlet end

of the cylindrical media pack. In a more particular embodiment, an inner periphery of the

tubular media pack defining the internal cavity is provided by an inner imperforate wrapper

portion.

[0074] Another embodiment of a filter assembly includes an upstream housing section;

a downstream housing section; and a filter element axially interposed between the upstream

and downstream housing sections. The filter element includes a media pack surrounded by

an outer wrapper. The outer wrapper forms at least part of a flow path through the filter

assembly separating the flow path from the surrounding ambient.

[0075] Other aspects, objectives and advantages of the invention will become more

apparent from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0076] The accompanying drawings incorporated in and forming a part of the

specification illustrate several aspects of the present invention and, together with the

description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings:

[0077] FIGS. 1-7 illustrate a first embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0078] FIGS. 8-12 illustrate a second embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0079] FIGS. 13-17 illustrate a third embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0080] FIG. 18 illustrates a modified version of the filter assembly of FIGS. 13-17;

[0081] FIGS. 19-22 illustrate a fourth embodiment of a filter assembly;



[0082] FIGS. 23-25 illustrate a fifth embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0083] FIGS. 26-28 illustrate a sixth embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0084] FIGS. 29-31 illustrate a seventh embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0085] FIGS. 32-36 illustrate an eighth embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0086] FIGS. 37-40 illustrate a ninth embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0087] FIGS. 41-43 illustrate a tenth embodiment of a filter assembly;

[0088] FIG. 44 illustrates a dual flow media pack;

[0089] FIGS. 45-47 illustrate an eleventh embodiment of a filter assembly; and

[0090] FIGS. 48-51 illustrate a twelfth embodiment of a filter assembly.

[0091] While the invention will be described in connection with certain preferred

embodiments, there is no intent to limit it to those embodiments. On the contrary, the intent

is to cover all alternatives, modifications and equivalents as included within the spirit and

scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0092] FIG. 1 illustrates a filter assembly 100 according to a first embodiment of the

present invention. The filter assembly 100 is generally configured for removing

contaminants and particulates within a flowing air stream. Typically, the air stream will be

used for supplying air to an engine such as an internal combustion engine or turbine.

However, the filter assemblies of the present invention can be used for alternative systems

as well as for filter fluids such as liquids.

[0093] The filter assembly 100 includes a cover 102 (a "cover" as used herein may also

be referred to as a "lid"). The filter assembly 100 also includes a filter housing 104 and a

filter element 106 (see FIG. 2) positioned within the filter housing 104.



[0094] With reference to FIGS. 2-4, the filter housing 104 generally defines an internal

cavity 108 in which the filter element 106 is axially received when the filter assembly 100 is

assembled. In the illustrated embodiment, the filter housing 104 and filter element 106 are

generally circular in cross-section; however, alternative shapes can be used in implementing

embodiments of the present invention such as oval, race-track shaped, oblong, rectangular,

triangular, etc.

[0095] The filter housing 104 generally includes an upstream inlet end 110 and a

downstream outlet end 112. In the illustrated embodiment, the upstream inlet stream 110

has a larger internal diameter than the downstream outlet end 112. Further, the cover 102 is

operably attached proximate the upstream inlet end 110. The upstream inlet end 110 is

sized to receive the filter element 106 therein for selectively locating the filter element 106

within the internal cavity 108 of the filter housing 104 as well as removing the filter element

106 therefrom.

[0096] A grate 114 is located between the upstream inlet end 110 and the downstream

outlet end 112 of the filter housing 104. In the illustrated embodiment, the grate 114 is

intricately molded with the rest of the filter housing 104 as a one piece construction and is

positioned closer to the downstream outlet end 112. However, in alternative embodiments,

the grate 114 could merely be resting in the filter housing 104, such as on an axial abutment

structure (e.g. a radially inward extending step in the sidewall of the housing 104) of the

housing 104, or could snap engage into the filter housing 104.

[0097] The grate 114 provides axial support for the filter element 106 as the grate 114 is

positioned axially downstream from the filter element 106 when the filter element 106 is

positioned within internal cavity 108 of the filter housing 104. More particularly, the grate

114 assists in preventing the filter media 116 from axially telescoping due to the pressure

forces across the filter element 106 due to fluid flow through the filter media 116. This is

particularly true when the filter media 116 is in the form of a wound media pack of fluted

filtration media with flutes thereof extending generally parallel to the axial flow direction

illustrated by arrow 118 through the filter assembly 100. Typically, such filter media packs

are wound about an axis 120 that is parallel to the flow direction 118 when the filter element

106 is in operation. However, other forms of media packs could be provided such as

stacked sheets.

[0098] The filter housing 104 generally includes a radially extending mounting flange

122 that extends radially outward and is positioned proximate the upstream inlet end 110.



The radially extending mounting flange 122 is generally an annular flange. The radially

extending mounting flange 122 will cooperate with the cover 102 for securing the cover 102

to the filter housing 104.

[0099] The filter housing 104 has a generally radially stepped profile. More

particularly, the portion of the internal cavity 108 upstream from grate 114 has a larger

radial dimension R l as compared to the radial dimension R2 of the portion of the internal

cavity 108 downstream from grate 114. With additional reference to FIG. 5, the stepped

profile is defined, at least in part, by a radially inward positioned sidewall 124 (e.g. sidewall

portion) and a radially outward positioned sidewall 126 (e.g. sidewall portion), which are

positioned proximate the downstream and upstream portions of the internal cavity 108 of

the filter housing 104, respectively.

[0100] A radially extending flange portion 128 is positioned radially between the

inward positioned sidewall 124 and the outward positioned sidewall 126. The radially

extending flange portion 128 defines a seat 130 against which an axial sealing gasket 132 is

compressed. More particularly, the seat 130 is provided by an axially facing abutment

surface that faces the upstream inlet end 110 of the housing. The seat 130 is provided as the

bottom of a trough defined by an annular groove 131 formed in the radially extending

flange portion 128. This trough radially locates the axial sealing gasket 132. The axial

sealing gasket is axially compressed against the seat 130 by the filter element 106 when the

filter assembly 100 is fully assembled. The sealing interface provided between the filter

element 106 and the housing 104 by the sealing gasket 132 prevents undesirable bypass of

dirty air through the housing 104 and around the filter media 116 of the filter element 106.

[0101] With further reference to FIGS. 2-6, the filter element 106 includes an outer

wrapper portion 134 attached to the outer periphery of the media pack defined by the filter

media 116. The outer wrapper portion 134 is generally formed by an impermeable

generally rigid plastic material. The outer wrapper portion 134 is preferably sealingly

attached to the outer periphery of the filter media 116. The outer wrapper portion 134

includes a radially outward extending sealing flange 136 that includes an axially facing

sealing face 138 that faces towards the downstream outlet end 112 and engages a top sealing

surface of the axial sealing gasket 132. The axially facing seal face 138 is positioned

proximate a downstream outlet end 140 of the filter element 106. The downstream outlet

end 140 is opposite upstream inlet end 142 of the filter element.



[0102] The wrapper portion 134 extends less than the entire axial length of the filter

media 116 between the downstream outlet end 140 and the upstream inlet end 142. More

particularly, the portion of the outer wrapper portion 134 proximate the upstream inlet end

142 does not extend entirely to the upstream inlet end 142.

[0103] The outer wrapper portion 134 also includes a plurality of strengthening ribs

144. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the radially outward extending sealing flange 136 extends

radially outward further than the radially outer edge of the strengthening ribs 144.

[0104] With primary reference to FIG. 4, the outer wrapper portion 134 includes a

radially outward extending cover abutment 146. The cover 102 axially abuts the cover

abutment 146 to provide axial compressive forces to the filter element 106 to compress the

radially outward extending sealing flange 136 against the axial seal gasket 132 to provide

the seal for the filter assembly 100.

[0105] The downstream outlet end 140 of the filter media 116 of the filter element 106

is positioned proximate the grate 114 when assembled. This arrangement allows the grate

114 to provide support for the filter media 116 and prevent the filter media 116 from axially

telescoping due to the differential pressure forces across the filter media 116 during

operation.

[0106] The cover 102 of the filter assembly 100 generally includes a grate portion 148

that extends across the upstream inlet end or inlet face of the filter element 106 and

particularly the filter media 116. The grate portion 148 helps protect the inlet face of the

filter media 116 from large scale debris.

[0107] The cover 102 further includes an axially extending locating flange 150 (see

FIG. 7). The axially extending locating flange 150 is generally annular and is located in a

gap 152 formed between the outer wrapper portion 134 and the outward positioned sidewall

126 of the housing when the filter assembly 100 is fully assembled. The locating flange 150

may be tapered for easier insertion between the filter element and the housing.

[0108] The cover 102 includes an abutment portion 154 that axially abuts the cover

abutment 146 of the outer wrapper portion 134. The cover also includes an axially

extending portion 156 that is positioned adjacent to the filter media 116 and particularly the

portion of the filter media 116 that is not surrounded by the outer wrapper portion 134.



[0109] With reference to FIG. 2, the filter assembly 100 includes a plurality of

attachment mechanisms illustrated in the present embodiment as a plurality of screw studs

160 and wing nuts 162. The attachment mechanisms are used to secure the cover 102 to the

filter housing 104. The screw studs 160 extend through apertures 164 formed in a mounting

flange 166 that extends radially outward. In alternative embodiments, the attachment

mechanisms could be provided by a plurality of latches. The latches could be affixed to the

filter housing 104 and latch over center onto the mounting flange 166 of the cover or

alternatively the latches could be attached to the cover 102 and latch onto the mounting

flange 122 of the housing. Additional attachment mechanisms are contemplated.

[0110] FIGS. 8-12 illustrate a portion of a filter assembly 200 according to another

embodiment of the present invention. With primary reference to FIG. 8, the filter assembly

200 includes a cover (not shown) substantially similar to the cover of the prior embodiment,

a filter housing 204, a primary filter element 206, and a secondary filter element 207. The

filter housing 204 defines an internal cavity 208 and extends between an upstream inlet end

210 and a downstream outlet end 212.

[0111] With reference to FIGS. 9-1 1, in this embodiment, the secondary filter element

207 is downstream from the primary filter element 206 in the flow direction 218. The

secondary filter element 207 provides axial support for the filter media 216 of the primary

filter element 206. Therefore, the secondary filter element 207 is located proximate a

downstream end of the filter media pack 216 of the primary filter element 206.

[0112] The secondary filter element 207 can also be referred to as a safety filter

element. The secondary filter element 207 includes filter media 221 . The filter media 221

is operably secured to a seal support structure 222 that carries a seal member 232.

[0113] In this embodiment, the seal member 232 that is carried by the seal support

structure 222 of the secondary filter element 207 is used to provide the sealing interfaces for

both the primary and secondary filter elements 206, 207. With additional reference to FIG.

12, the seal member 232 includes a radially outward directed seal surface 234 and a radially

inward directed seal surface 236. Both of the outward and inward directed seal surfaces

234, 236 provided by seal member 232 are operably supported by the seal support structure

222. The outward directed radial seal surface 234 radially engages and sealingly engages an

inner surface 238 of a portion of the sidewall defining the filter housing 204, and

particularly the radially outward positioned sidewall thereof.



[0114] The inward directed radial seal surface 236 engages a radially outward facing

seal face 240 of a sealing flange 242 of the primary filter element 206. The sealing flange is

operably and sealingly secured to the filter media pack 216 of the primary filter element

206. In this embodiment the seal fiange 242 is axially spaced from a downstream end of the

filter media 216 of the primary filter element 206, but is positioned radially inward of an

outer periphery 243 of the filter media 216.

[0115] The seal member 232 provides both the outward and inward directed radially

seal surfaces 234, 236 in the present embodiment. The seal member 232 is preferably

provided by a molded seal member and particularly a urethane molded seal member.

[0116] The seal support structure 222 includes a seal support 244 to which the seal 232

is attached. The seal support 244 includes a plurality of apertures 246 through which a

portion of the seal member 232 extends to secure the seal member 232 to the seal support

244. The seal support 244 is radially positioned between the outward and inward directed

radial seal surfaces 234, 236 of the seal member 232. The apertures 246 in this embodiment

could be replaced by relief portions that receive a portion of the seal member 232 therein in

alternative embodiment and need not be complete apertures. Typically, the seal member

232 will be molded to the seal support 244.

[0117] The seal support structure 222 includes an intermediate section 248 extending

between the seal support 244 and the filter media 221 of the secondary filter element 207.

The intermediate section 248 and, in part, the inward directed radial seal surface 236 form a

channel 250 (also referred to as a trough) therebetween. The channel 250 axially receives

the sealing fiange 242 of the primary filter element 206 therein when the radially outward

facing sealing face 240 sealingly engages the inward directed radial seal surface of the seal

member 232. The seal support 244 in the illustrated embodiment is generally an axially

extending annular first flange and the intermediate section 248 generally includes a second

generally axially extending second flange 252 (e.g. sidewall) that is spaced radially inward

from the seal support 244. The intermediate section 248 further includes a radially

extending fiange section 254 generally coupling the seal support 244 with the second fiange

252, generally forming a U-shaped cross-section.

[0118] The sealing fiange 242 forms part of an annular structure that is attached to outer

periphery of the filter media pack 216 of primary filter element. The structure including the

sealing flange 242 has a generally stepped profile such that an attachment portion 258

formed by an axially extending flange portion is positioned radially outward from the



sealing flange 242. A tapered intermediate section 259 extends axially and radially between

sealing flange 242 and attachment portion 258.

[0119] Due to the configuration, the engagements between the seal member 232 and the

filter housing 204 as well as between the sealing flange 242 with the seal member 232 are

located downstream of the filter media pack 216 of the primary filter element. Further, in

the illustrated embodiment, the engagement therebetween is also downstream from the filter

media 221 of the secondary filter element 207.

[0120] The secondary filter element 207 further includes upstream and downstream

grate portions 262, 264. Upstream grate portion 262 is formed as one-piece construction

with support structure 222. As illustrated in FIG. 12, the downstream grate portion 264 is

snap engaged with the seal support structure 222 and particularly the second flange 252

thereof. The grate portions 262, 264 secure filter media 221 of the secondary filter element

207 axially therebetween. A tongue and groove arrangement is provided between the

downstream grate portion 264 and second flange portion 252 to couple the two components.

[0121] The filter housing 204 includes an axial abutment portion 268 against which the

secondary filter element 207 is axially abutted and positioned within the filter housing 204.

More particularly, in the illustrated embodiment the intermediate section 248 of the seal

support structure 222 axially abuts the axial abutment portion 268. The axial abutment

portion 268 is provided by a radially extending flange portion.

[0122] Once the secondary filter element 207 is inserted into the filter housing 204, the

primary filter element 206 can be inserted into the filter housing 204 such that the radially

outward facing seal face 240 of the sealing flange 242 engages the radially inward directed

radial seal surface 236 of seal member 232. Further, as the primary filter element 206 is

inserted in the housing 204 it can be axially located by engagement with the upstream grate

262 of the secondary filter element 207. Alternatively, the primary and secondary filter

elements 206, 207 can be attached to one another and then simultaneously inserted into

housing 204.

[0123] Again, the single seal member 232 provides the sealing structure for both the

primary and secondary filter elements 206, 207. Additionally, the secondary filter element

207 provides axial support for the filter media 216 of the primary filter element 207 to

prevent axial telescoping of the filter media pack 216 in the flow direction 218.



[0124] As illustrated in FIG. 9, the structure defining the sealing flange 242 defines a

cavity 270 downstream from the filter media pack 216. At least a portion of the secondary

filter element 207 is axially received in this cavity 270.

[0125] Further, the housing 204 of the present embodiment does not require a grate

itself to support the primary filter element 206 due to the inclusion of the secondary filter

element 207.

[0126] A further embodiment of a filter assembly 300 is illustrated in FIGS. 13-17. The

cover of the filter assembly 300 is not shown in the illustrated embodiment. However, a

cover can be provided substantially similar to the cover 102 of the prior embodiments.

[0127] The filter assembly 300 also includes a stepped filter housing 304, a primary

filter element 306 and a secondary filter element 307. Both of which are received in the

filter housing 304. Similar to the prior embodiment, the secondary filter element 307 is

used to provide the sealing arrangement for both the primary and secondary filter elements

306, 307 as well as to provide axial support for the primary filter element 306. The

secondary filter element 307 axially locates the filter element 306 as well as prevents axial

telescoping of the filter media 316. The secondary filter element 307 is downstream from

the primary filter element 306.

[0128] With primary reference to FIGS. 16 and 17, the secondary filter element 307

includes upstream and downstream grates 362, 364. Filter media 321 is axially positioned

therebetween.

[0129] The secondary filter element 307 also includes a seal support structure 322

supporting the seal member 332 that provides the sealing functions for both the primary and

secondary filter elements 306, 307. Again, the seal member 332 includes an outward

directed radial seal surface 334 and an inward directed seal surface 336. The outward

directed radial seal surface 334 seal against an inner surface 338 of the sidewall of the filter

housing 304. Additionally, the inward directed radial seal surface 336 engages a radially

outward facing surface 340 of sealing flange 342 of the filter element 306.

[0130] In this embodiment, at least a portion, of the sealing flange 342 axially overlaps

with the filter media 316 such that the filter media 316 is axially positioned within the

channel bounded by the sealing flange 342. In other words, at least a portion of the radially



outward facing seal face 340 is axially positioned between the upstream inlet end and the

downstream outlet end of the filter media pack 316.

[0131] Further, the engagement between the seal member 332 and the sealing flange

342 is axially positioned between the upstream inlet end and the downstream outlet end of

the filter media pack 316. The seal flange 342 is sealingly engaged with or attached to the

outer periphery of the filter media pack 316. The seal flange 342 includes a radially inward

directed flange portion 374 that extends radially over the outlet end of the filter media pack

316 and is downstream thereof.

[0132] The seal support 344 has a generally axially extending portion and a canted

portion that extends radially inward along the flow direction 318. This portion may also be

considered part of the intermediate section 348 that extends between the filter media 321

and the seal member 332 and particularly the seal support 344.

[0133] In this embodiment, the upstream grate portion 362 is snap engaged to the rest of

the seal support structure 322 while the downstream grate portion 364 is integrally formed

with the rest of the seal support structure 322.

[0134] A further embodiment of a secondary filter element 307' is illustrated in FIG. 18.

In this embodiment, the seal arrangement is provided by a pair of seal members 332', 333'.

The first seal member 332' provides a radial seal between the seal support structure 322 and

the seal flange 340 of the filter element. While the second seal member 333' provides a seal

between the seal support structure 322 and the filter housing 304. Both of these seal

members 332' and 333' provide radially directed seal arrangements. Further, both seal

members 332' and 333' are carried by the secondary filter element 307'. This embodiment

can use the same primary filter element as the prior embodiment.

[0135] FIGS. 19-22 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 400 according

to a further embodiment of the invention. The filter assembly 400 includes a cover 402, a

filter housing 404 and a filter element 406 positioned within an internal cavity 408 of the

filter housing 404.

[0136] In this embodiment, the filter element 406 includes a wrapper portion 434. The

wrapper portion 434 includes a radially outward extending sealing flange 436 (e.g. a seal

support flange) that includes axially facing sealing face 438.



[0137] An axial sealing gasket 432 is axially compressed between the radially outward

extending sealing flange 436 and a radially outward extending mounting flange 422 (e.g. a

seal support flange). The radially outward extending mounting flange 422 includes an

axially facing sealing face 423.

[0138] In this embodiment, the seal between the filter element 406 and the filter housing

404 is provided by axial sealing gasket 432. More particularly, an axial seal is provided by

gasket 432 being axially sandwiched between sealing flange 436 of the filter element and

the mounting flange 422 of the filter housing 404.

[0139] In general, the filter housing 404 is substantially similar to filter housing 104

discussed above. In some embodiments, the filter housing 104 could be used in practicing

this embodiment. However, in the illustrated embodiment, filter housing 404 does not

include the groove for locating axial sealing gasket 132 of the previous embodiment.

[0140] The filter assembly 400 includes locating structure for radially positioning the

axial sealing gasket 432 relative to the mounting flange 422 and sealing flange 436. In this

embodiment, the locating structure is provided by screw studs 460 which pass through

apertures in the sealing gasket 432 (the apertures not shown in the FIGS). However,

alternative locating structures could be provided to maintain proper location of the axial

sealing gasket 432 while assembling the filter assembly 400. For instance, grooves or ribs

could be provided by the filter housing 404, and particularly, mounting flange 422. Further,

the sealing gasket 432 could be axially secured to the sealing flange 436 such as by an

adhesive. However, preferably, gasket 432 is a loose gasket.

[0141] In this embodiment, the sealing flange 436 includes mounting apertures 465 that

receive screw studs 460 when the filter element 406 is axially inserted into the filter housing

404. However, alternative embodiments could have the outer diameter of sealing flange

436 smaller than the inner diameter generally defined by screw studs 460 such that the

screw studs need not extend through sealing flange 436.

[0142] Wing nuts, such as in embodiment 100 discussed above, will secure the cover

402 to the filter housing 404. The securement of cover 402 to housing 404 will axially

compress sealing flange 436 against gasket 432, which is consequently compressed against

mounting flange 422. This will compress the gasket 432 between the two flanges creating

the seal for the filter assembly 400.



[0143] Further, other means for securing the cover 402 to the filter housing 404 could

be used such as discussed above.

[0144] FIG. 23 illustrates a further embodiment of a filter assembly 500 including a

filter housing 504, a primary filter element 506, and a secondary filter element 507. A

cover (not shown) would be attached proximate inlet end 510 of the primary filter element

506.

[0145] The primary filter element 506 includes a cylindrical pack of filter media 516

positioned within a tubular wrapper portion 531 that is sealingly attached to a radially outer

surface of the pack of filter media 516. An outer surface of the wrapper portion 531 defines

a radially outer sealing surface 535. Preferably, the filter media 516 is fluted media. The

outer wrapper portion 531 of the primary filter element 506 is generally impervious forcing

fluid flow through the primary filter element 506 to extend generally axially from the inlet

end toward the outlet end 512, such as illustrated by arrows in FIG. 24.

[0146] The secondary filter element 507 is generally tubular and defines an internal

cavity 509 in which the primary filter element 506 is positioned. Filter media 521 of the

secondary filter element 507 generally surrounds the primary filter element 506. The

secondary filter element 507 is generally configured for radially directed fluid flow, and

particularly, radially outward directed fluid flow as illustrated by arrows in FIG. 24.

[0147] The secondary filter element 507 carries a seal member 532 that includes a

radially outward directed sealing surface 534, a radially inward directed seal surface 536,

and an axially directed seal surface 537.

[0148] The radially inward directed seal surface 536 cooperates with the radially outer

surface 535 of the wrapper portion 53 1 to seal the primary filter element 506 within the

filter housing 504. The radially outward directed seal surface 534 cooperates with an inner

surface 550 of a sidewall of the filter housing. The axially directed seal surface 537 can

cooperate with a cover or lid of the filter assembly 500.

[0149] In the illustrated embodiment, the seal member 532 is directly molded to an inlet

end portion of the tubular filter media 521 of the secondary filter element 507. Preferably,

the filter media 521 of the secondary filter element 507 is a pleated filter media. However,

other filter media could be used.



[0150] The secondary filter element 507 further includes a closed end cap 552

proximate the outlet end of the filter media 521 . The closed end cap 552 prevents fluid

from escaping from filter media 521 of the secondary filter element 507 prior to passing

through filter media 521 . The closed end cap 552 may be plastic, urethane or other

materials. The filter media 521 may be embedded in the closed end cap 552 or sealingly

attached thereto. The closed end cap 552 may be foamed or molded to the filter media 521,

such as using a free-rise technique.

[0151] When the primary filter element 506 is inserted into the secondary filter element

507, the internal cavity 509 forms an intermediate zone 554 fluidly interposed between the

outlet end of the primary filter element 506 and the filter media 521 of the secondary filter

element 507. As such, fluid exiting the primary filter element 506 will enter this

intermediate zone prior to passing through filter media 521 .

[0152] A standoff 556 axially spaces the primary filter element 506, and particularly the

outlet end thereof, axially away from the closed end of the secondary filter element 507 to

provide a space for the fluid to exit the primary filter element 506. In this embodiment, the

standoff 556 is formed with the closed end cap 552 as a one-piece construction, but could be

provided by the primary filter element 506 or as a separate component in alternative

embodiments. In the illustrated embodiment, the standoff 556 is frusto-conical in shape and

the small end thereof axially abuts a core 560 of the primary filter element 506 such that any

axially reaction forces between the standoff 556 and the primary filter element 506 due to

pressure drop across the primary filter element 506 due to fluid flow therethrough are not

entirely applied to the filter media 516. This reduces the potential for the filter media 516

from telescoping. A support grate could be provided by the standoff 556 or against the

standoff 556 to further prevent telescoping of the primary filter element 506.

[0153] The filter housing 504 includes a plurality of angularly spaced apart support

vanes 562 that define flow channels 564 therebetween. The support vanes 562 define axial

abutments 566 that face axially towards the inlet end of the filter housing 504. The

secondary filter element 507, and particularly the closed end cap 552, axially abut the axial

abutments 566 of the support vanes 562 to axially locate the secondary filter element 507

within the filter housing 504. After filtered fluid passes through the filter media 521 of the

secondary filter element 507, the fluid will pass radially inward and axially through the flow

channels 564 toward an outlet 570 of housing 504. Fluid flow through the filter assembly

500 is illustrated by arrows in FIG. 24.



[0154] FIG. 26 illustrates a further embodiment of a filter assembly 600 according to an

embodiment of the present invention. The filter assembly 600 generally includes a cover or

lid 602, a filter housing 604, a filter element 606, and a seal member 632.

[0155] The filter element 606 is positioned within filter housing 604. The filter housing

604 includes a downstream grate 614 that supports the filter element 606. The filter

housing includes an axially extending seal support member 636 that carries seal member

632. A radially outward extending support flange 637 extends radially outward and is

axially offset from a distal end of the seal support member 636.

[0156] The seal member 632 includes a groove 638 that axially receives the seal support

member 636. A radially outer portion of the seal member 632 radially outward from the

groove 638 axially rests against the support flange 637.

[0157] The seal member 632 includes a radially inward portion radially inward of the

groove 638 that defines a radially inward directed seal surface 634 that seals with a radially

outer surface 635 of a wrapper portion 631 of the filter element 606.

[0158] The filter element 606 includes a cylinder of filter media 616 extending axially

between an inlet end 610 and an outlet end 612. The outlet end 612 is positioned proximate

downstream grate 614. The outer wrapper portion 63 1 surrounds the filter media 616 and is

sealingly attached thereto.

[0159] With additional reference to FIG. 27, the filter assembly 600 includes a pre-

cleaner 660 in the form of an air swirler that angularly swirls incoming fluid proximate the

inlet end 610 of the filter element 606. The pre-cleaner 660, in this embodiment, is formed

as a one-piece construction with wrapper portion 63 1 of the filter element 606. The pre-

cleaner includes a plurality of angled vanes 662 that spin the fluid as it passes through flow

passages 664 between adjacent vanes 662. The cover 602 includes inlet ports or slots 666

formed in a downward depending skirt portion 668 thereof that aligns with the radially outer

inlets of the flow passages 664.

[0160] The pre-cleaner 660 in this embodiment is positioned radially outward from the

filter media 616 in cantilevered fashion. The vanes 662 are axially positioned between

radially extending flanges 670, 672.



[0161] With reference to FIGS. 26 and 28, the seal member 632 is axially compressed

between flange 672 and support flange 673 as well as radially interposed between seal

support member 636 and outer sealing surface 635 to provide the seal between the housing

604 and the filter element 606.

[0162] FIGS. 29-31 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 700 according

to an embodiment of the present invention. The filter assembly 700 includes a cover or lid

702, a filter housing 704, a primary filter element 706 and a secondary filter element 707.

[0163] In this embodiment, the filter housing 704 is formed from a plurality of

components including a base portion 7 11 and a sidewall portion 713. When assembled, the

sidewall portion 713 is axially sandwiched between the cover 702 and the base portion 7 11.

In this embodiment, the filter assembly 700 includes bolts 715 that can be used to tighten

the cover 702 down against one end of the sidewall portion 713. The bolts 715 thread into

base portion 7 11. Alternative embodiments could use buckles or snap arrangements that

snap over-center rather than bolts 715.

[0164] The secondary filter element 707 includes a seal member 732 that is axially

sandwiched between the primary filter element 706 and an abutment face 740 of the base

portion 7 11. The abutment face 740 axially faces an inlet end of the filter assembly 700.

The seal member 732 provides the seal for both the primary and secondary filter elements

706, 707 relative to filter housing 704. The seal member 732 includes opposed axially

facing sealing surfaces 734, 735 to provide the desired axial sealing of the primary and

secondary filter elements 706, 707 relative to one another as well as with filter housing 704.

[0165] The secondary filter element 707 includes pleated filter media 721 and upstream

and downstream grates 762, 764 all of which are embedded within seal member 732 to

prevent fluid bypass.

[0166] The primary filter element 706 includes an outer imperforate wrapper portion

731 and at least one seal member including a radially inward extending seal flange 736 that

is axially compressed against a sealing face of the seal member 732. The seal flange 736

extends radially inward and extends over at least a portion of the downstream outlet end of

the filter media pack 716. When assembled, the filter media pack 716 is axially supported

by the secondary filter element 707 and particularly grates 762, 764 to prevent telescoping

thereof.



[0167] The primary filter element 706 is axially symmetrical such that the inlet and

outlet ends thereof are identical such that the filter element 706 can be inserted into the

housing 704 with either axial face proximate the inlet or outlet ends of the filter housing

704.

[0168] FIGS. 32-36 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 800 according

to the teachings of the present invention. The filter assembly 800 generally includes a lid or

cover (not shown), filter housing 804, primary filter element 806 and a secondary filter

element 807.

[0169] The filter housing 804 generally has a stepped profile having an upstream

portion that has a larger diameter than a downstream portion thereof. The filter housing 804

has a mounting flange 822 for securing the cover or lid like discussed in prior embodiments.

[0170] With reference to FIG. 36, the filter housing 804 includes a stepped region 809

and a groove 8 11 proximate the stepped region 809 for locating the secondary filter element

807 as well as for assisting in sealing of the primary and secondary filter elements 806, 807

relative to the filter housing 804.

[0171] With reference to FIGS. 32, 33 and 36, the secondary filter element includes a

pair of seal members 832, 833. Seal member 832 axially engages a sealing flange 836 of

the primary filter element 806. Sealing flange 836 is sealingly attached to an outer

imperforate wrapper 83 1 of the primary filter element 806. Seal member 832 can also, but

not necessarily, radially engage the inner surface 850 of the upstream portion of the filter

housing 804 to further assist in sealing of the filter elements 806, 807 to the filter housing.

In a preferred embodiment, seal member 832 is a foamed urethane gasket molded to a seal

support structure 824 of the secondary filter element 807.

[0172] The secondary filter element 807 also includes upstream and downstream grates

862, 864 with filter media 821 sandwiched therebetween. The upstream grate 862 is formed

with the seal support structure 824 as a single molded component. Again, the grates 862,

864 assist in preventing telescoping of the filter media 816. The downstream grate 864 in

this embodiment is snap engaged to the seal support structure 824.

[0173] The second seal member 833 can be molded urethane attached to an end of the

seal support structure 824 or a free floating gasket. Preferably, it is attached to the seal

support structure 824 to assist in removing it from groove 8 11 during maintenance intervals.



Preferably, seal member 833 provides an axial compression seal between the seal support

structure 824 of the secondary filter element 807 and the bottom of the groove 8 11 formed

by the filter housing 804. However, in some embodiments, the second seal member 833

will provide one or more radial sealing interfaces between itself and the housing 804.

[0174] The groove 8 11 includes a radially inward directed recess 813 that assists in

locating the second seal member 833. However, a radially outward directed or no recess

could be provided in groove 8 11.

[0175] The upstream grate 862 includes an axially extending support rib 870.

[0176] FIGS. 37-40 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 900 according

to the teachings of the present invention. The filter assembly includes a cover or lid (not

shown), a filter housing 904, a primary filter element 906, and a secondary filter element

907.

[0177] In this embodiment, the primary filter element 906 includes an axial seal

member 932 molded to a sealing flange 936 that extends radially over an outlet end of the

filter media 916 of the filter element 906. Preferably, the seal member 932 is urethane.

Alternatively, the seal member 932 could be adhesively or mechanically secured to seal

flange 936. The primary filter element 906 includes an imperforate outer wrapper 93 1. The

seal member 932 preferably tapers and narrows in the direct of flow through the filter

element 906.

[0178] The filter housing 904 includes a stepped region such that the inlet end of the

filter housing has a larger radial diameter than the outlet end. The stepped region defines a

groove 9 11. The seal member 932 axially seals against a bottom of the groove 9 11 that

defines an axially facing seal surface that faces towards the inlet end of the filter housing

904.

[0179] The filter housing 904 includes a downstream grate 964 integrally formed with

the rest of the housing to form a one-piece construction.

[0180] The downstream grate 964 axially supports the secondary filter element 907.

The secondary filter element 907, and particularly the filter media 921 thereof, is located

within an axially extending annular sidewall 925 that forms the radially inner boundary of

groove 9 11.



[0181] A removable upstream grate 962 extends across the secondary filter element 907

and rests axially against an upstream distal end of sidewall 925. The upstream grate 962

includes an axially extending flange or sidewall 927 that has an inner diameter that is sized

large enough to receive sidewall 925 of the filter housing 904 axially therein.

[0182] The upstream grate 962 assists in supporting the filter media 916 of the primary

filter element 906 and prevent telescoping thereof.

[0183] FIGS. 41-43 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 1000 according

to the present invention. The filter assembly generally includes a cover or lid, a filter

housing 1004, a primary filter element 1006 and a secondary filter element 1007.

[0184] The primary filter element 1006 is generally tubular and includes an inner

imperforate wrapper portion 1030. The primary filter element 1006 also includes an outer

imperforate wrapper portion 103 1. Fluid flow through the primary filter element 1006 is

preferably axial from inlet end 1010 toward outlet end 1012. The primary filter element

includes a seal member 1033 attached proximate the inlet end 1010. The seal member

includes a radially inward extending flange as well as an axially extending flange. The

axially extending flange defines a radially outward facing sealing surface that seals with a

radially inner facing sealing surface 1036 of seal member 1032. Seal member 1032 may be

permanently attached to filter housing 1004 or could be replaceable.

[0185] The radially inner wrapper portion 1030 includes a seal portion 1050 that has a

reduced inner diameter and a ramp section 1052. This seal portion 1050 will cooperate with

a seal surface 1060 of a closed end cap 1064 of the secondary filter element 1007.

[0186] The secondary filter element 1007 is positioned within an internal cavity 1068

defined by the tubular primary filter element 1006 when the filter assembly 1000 is fully

assembled.

[0187] The secondary filter element 1007 includes a plastic centertube 1070 that

supports a tubular pack of media 1021 . Media 1021 may be a standard pleated media pack

or could be provided by other media. The secondary filter element 1007 is configured for

radially directed flow. (Fluid flow through the primary and secondary filter elements 1006,

1007 is illustrated by arrows).



[0188] Closed end cap 1064 closes off the internal cavity 1072 of the secondary filter

element 1007 as well as provides the seal between the primary and secondary filter elements

1006, 1007. In one embodiment, the closed end cap is a foamed urethane that is

permanently attached to the secondary filter element 1007.

[0189] The filter housing 1004, proximate an outlet end thereof, includes an axially

extending hub 1076 that includes a radially outward extending projection 1078 that engages

a groove 1080 formed in an inner surface of the centertube 1070. A seal member can be

positioned in the groove 1080 or on projection 1078 to promote sealing therebetween and

prevent fluid bypass around the filter media 1021 of the secondary filter element 1007. The

end of the secondary filter element 1007 proximate groove 1080 is an open end and is

opposite the closed end including closed end cap 1064.

[0190] The primary filter element 1006 axially abuts an annular imperforate grate 1062

of the filter housing 1004. The annular grate 1062 extends radially inward from the outer

sidewall portion of the filter housing 1004. The annular grate 1062 axially offsets the outlet

end of the filter element 1006 from a stepped region of the filter housing 1004 to allow fluid

to exit the primary filter element 1006.

[0191] A radial gap 1076 is formed between the primary and secondary filter elements

1006, 1007 to allow fluid flow therebetween after the fluid exits the primary filter element

1006.

[0192] FIG. 44 illustrates an embodiment of a dual element media pack 1106. The dual

element media pack includes an outer tubular media pack 1120 having an outer imperforate

wrapper portion 1122. The tubular media pack 1120 defines an internal cavity 1124 in

which an inner cylindrical media pack 1126 is positioned. The inner cylindrical media pack

1126 includes an outer imperforate wrapper portion 1130.

[0193] Fluid flow through the media pack 1106 travels axially from an inlet end 1132 of

the tubular media pack 1120 axially toward an outlet end 1134 through the filter media

thereof. The fluid will then flow radially inward toward an inlet end 1136 of the cylindrical

media pack 1126. The fluid will then flow axially from the inlet end 1136 of the cylindrical

media pack 1126 toward the outlet end 1138 of the cylindrical media pack 1126.

[0194] The outlet end 1134 of the outer media pack 1120 and inlet end 1136 of the

cylindrical media pack 1126 will be positioned within a closed end of a filter housing.



[0195] In a preferred embodiment, the media of the two different media packs 1120,

1126 will have different filtering characteristics.

[0196] FIGS. 45-47 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 1200 according

to the teachings of the present invention. Filter assembly 1200 includes upstream and

downstream housing sections 1204, 1205 and a filter element 1206 interposed therebetween.

In this embodiment, the filter element 1206 is inline with the upstream and downstream

housing sections 1204, 1205.

[0197] The filter element 1206 generally includes a cylindrical pack of filter media

1216 within an imperforate wrapper portion 123 1. The wrapper portion 123 1 is preferably

plastic. The filter media 1216 is preferably fluted media.

[0198] The filter element 1206 is generally replaced by removing the filter element

1206 in a direction that is generally perpendicular to the flow of fluid through the system.

[0199] The wrapper portion 123 1 generally forms part of a flow path defined by the

upstream and downstream housing sections 1204, 1205 and the wrapper portion 1231. The

filter element is substantially identical at each end and can preferably be used with either

end upstream or downstream. With primary reference to FIGS. 46 and 47, the filter element

1206 and particularly the wrapper portion 1231 includes axial insertion portions 1252, 1254

at opposite ends thereof. These portions 1252, 1254 are received in ends of housing

portions 1204, 1205 when the filter assembly 1200 is fully assembled. Preferably, the outer

diameter of these insertion portions 1252, 1254 of the outer wrapper portion 1231 are sized

equal to or only slightly larger or smaller than an in outer diameter of the free ends of the

housing portions 1204, 1205. The wrapper portion 1231 includes radially outward

extending flange portions 1256, 1258 that act as axial stops for axially locating the filter

element 1206 within the upstream and downstream housing portions 1204, 1205.

[0200] Metal clamps, such as hose clamps 1260, 1262, are used to secure the ends of the

housing portions 1204, 1205 around the insertion portions 1252, 1254 when fully

assembled.

[0201] The free ends of the housing portions 1204, 1205 include pairs of radially

projecting flanges 1270, 1272. The radially projecting flanges 1270, 1272 are axially

spaced apart forming an annular groove 1276 therebetween. The clamps 1260 are



positioned within the grooves 1276 and tighten the housing portions 1204, 1205 around the

filter element 1206.

[0202] FIGS. 48-51 illustrate a further embodiment of a filter assembly 1300. The filter

assembly generally includes a cover or lid 1302, a housing 1304, a filter element 1306, and

a fin cage 1308.

[0203] Fluid to be filter enters the filter assembly 1300 through an inlet 13 10 at an angle

and offset from a central axis 1312 of the filter assembly 1300. The fluid will spin

angularly within the housing within a cavity 1316 formed between an outer wall portion

1318 and an inner wall portion 1320 as it travels axially towards an inlet end 1321 of the

filter element 1306.

[0204] The fin cage 1308 includes a plurality of fins or veins 1322 that help separate

any particulate entrained in the flowing fluid from the flowing fluid as the flowing fluid

flows radially inward toward the filter element 1306.

[0205] The cover 1302 includes an outlet 1326 where the particulates removed from the

flowing fluid can be exhausted from the filter assembly. The filter housing 1304 includes an

outlet 1330 through which the cleaned fluid exits the filter assembly 1300 and progresses on

to a downstream system, such as an internal combustion engine.

[0206] The filter element 1306 includes a sealing flange 1336 that extends axially and

that defines a radially outward directed sealing surface. The sealing flange 1336 includes a

radially inward extending portion that extends over an axial end face of the inlet end 1321

of the filter media 1340.

[0207] With additional reference to FIG. 49, the filter assembly includes a seal member

1332 that is wedge shaped in cross-section that is positioned radially between the sealing

surface of the sealing flange 1336 and an inner surface 1342 of the inner wall portion 1320.

[0208] The cover 1302 will press axially on the fin cage 1308 and bias the fin cage 1308

axially towards filter element 1306. The opposite side of the fin cage 1308 will press

axially against the seal member 1332 and axially press the seal member 1332 into a groove

1360 formed between the filter element 1306 and the inner wall portion 1320. In this

configuration, the seal member 1332 will provide radial seals with the sealing flange 1336

and the inner surface 1342 of the inner wall portion 1320. The tapered shape of the seal



member 1332 assists in wedging the seal member 1332 between seal flange 1336 and inner

wall portion 1320.

[0209] The inner wall portion 1320 is radially inward of an outer annular sidewall of the

housing through which the inlet 13 10 of the filter housing extends at an angle relative to the

central axis 1312 of the filter assembly. The inner wall portion 1320 is an annular wall

portion that is tapered such that it gets thicker when moving in a downstream direction. The

inner diameter of the inner wall portion 1320 is greater proximate an upstream end where

the seal member 1332 seals than at a downstream end proximate outlet 1330. This taper

provides for the groove or gap 1360 in which the wedge shaped seal member 1332 can be

inserted while using a filter element that has a substantially cylindrical outer periphery.

Further, the downstream end of the filter element can be radially located by the smaller

diameter of the inner surface of the inner wall portion 1320 to promote better sealing at the

inlet end of the filter element.

[0210] All references, including publications, patent applications, and patents cited

herein are hereby incorporated by reference to the same extent as if each reference were

individually and specifically indicated to be incorporated by reference and were set forth in

its entirety herein.

[0211] The use of the terms "a" and "an" and "the" and similar referents in the context

of describing the invention (especially in the context of the following claims) is to be

construed to cover both the singular and the plural, unless otherwise indicated herein or

clearly contradicted by context. The terms "comprising," "having," "including," and

"containing" are to be construed as open-ended terms (i.e., meaning "including, but not

limited to,") unless otherwise noted. Recitation of ranges of values herein are merely

intended to serve as a shorthand method of referring individually to each separate value

falling within the range, unless otherwise indicated herein, and each separate value is

incorporated into the specification as if it were individually recited herein. All methods

described herein can be performed in any suitable order unless otherwise indicated herein or

otherwise clearly contradicted by context. The use of any and all examples, or exemplary

language (e.g., "such as") provided herein, is intended merely to better illuminate the

invention and does not pose a limitation on the scope of the invention unless otherwise

claimed. No language in the specification should be construed as indicating any non-

claimed element as essential to the practice of the invention.



[0212] Preferred embodiments of this invention are described herein, including the best

mode known to the inventors for carrying out the invention. Variations of those preferred

embodiments may become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art upon reading the

foregoing description. The inventors expect skilled artisans to employ such variations as

appropriate, and the inventors intend for the invention to be practiced otherwise than as

specifically described herein. Accordingly, this invention includes all modifications and

equivalents of the subject matter recited in the claims appended hereto as permitted by

applicable law. Moreover, any combination of the above-described elements in all possible

variations thereof is encompassed by the invention unless otherwise indicated herein or

otherwise clearly contradicted by context.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity, an inlet and an outlet;

a first grate interposed between the inlet and the outlet;

a cover axially spaced from the first grate;

a seal;

a filter element having filter media, the filter element axially interposed between the

first grate and the cover and positioned, at least in part, within the internal cavity, the seal

acting between the filter element and the filter housing preventing bypass around the filter

media from the inlet to the outlet.

2 . The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the filter element has an inlet flow

face and an outlet flow face, the first grate extending across and axially adjacent the outlet

flow face and the cover extending across and axially adjacent the inlet flow face, the first

grate adjacent the outlet flow face substantially inhibiting telescoping of the filter media in a

direction of flow through the filter assembly.

3 . The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the first grate is integrally formed as

part of the filter housing as a one-piece construction.

4 . The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the first grate is an independent

component part from the filter housing, the seal and the filter element.

5 . The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the seal is compressed axially

between the filter housing and the filter element forming an axial seal.

6 . The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the filter element includes an outer

wrapper, the filter media being positioned within the outer wrapper and being circumscribed

by the outer wrapper.

7 . The filter assembly of claim 6, wherein the seal is compressed axially

between the filter housing and the outer wrapper.



8. The filter assembly of claim 7, wherein the seal is not carried by the filter

element.

9 . The filter assembly of claim 7, wherein the outer wrapper includes a radially

outward extending flange, the seal being axially compressed between the radially outward

extending flange and the filter housing.

10. The filter assembly of claim 6, wherein the outer wrapper includes a plurality

of a support ribs extending radially outward, the ribs being axially elongated.

11. The filter assembly of claim 10, wherein the outer wrapper includes a

radially outward extending flange that extends radially outward further than the support

ribs.

12. The filter assembly of claim 6, wherein the filter media has a first axial

length between an inlet face of the filter element and an outlet face of the filter element, the

wrapper having a second axial length, the second axial length being less than the first axial

length such that an exposed portion of the filter media extends axially out of the outer

wrapper.

13. The filter assembly of claim 12, wherein the cover includes an annular

axially extending first flange portion that circumscribes the exposed portion of the filter

media when the filter assembly is assembled.

14. The filter assembly of claim 13, wherein the cover includes an annular

axially extending second fiange portion, the second flange portion extending axially into

the internal cavity of the filter housing and being radially interposed between the filter

element and the filter housing, the second flange portion being radially spaced from the first

flange portion.

15. The filter assembly of claim 14, wherein the cover includes a radially

outward extending annular mounting flange and the filter housing includes a radially



outward extending mounting flange, the mounting flanges of the cover and the filter

housing axially abutting when the filter assembly is assembled.

16. The filter assembly of claim 14, wherein the first and second flange portions

provide a stepped relationship with the first flange portion having an internal diameter that

is less than an internal diameter of the second flange portion.

17. The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the filter element includes a radially

outward directed seal support flange operably secured to the filter media and the seal is

axially compressed between the seal support flange and the housing.

18. The filter assembly of claim 17, wherein the housing includes a radially

outward directed seal support flange, the seal being axially compressed between the seal

support flanges of the housing and the filter element.

19. The filter assembly of claim 18, further comprising attachment mechanisms

securing the cover to the housing.

20. The filter assembly of claim 19, wherein the attachment mechanisms

includes one of either A) screws extending through the seal support flanges of the housing

and the filter element or B) latches securing the cover to the housing.

21. The filter assembly of claim 1, wherein the filter media is fluted filter media.

22. A filter element comprising:

a fluted filter media pack having an inlet flow face and an outlet flow face, flutes of

the fluted filter media extending between the inlet and outlet flow faces;

an outer wrapper circumscribing the fluted filter media pack and extending axially

less than an entire length of the flutes of the fluted filter media pack such that an axially

extending portion of the fluted filter media pack is exposed.



23. The filter element of claim 1, wherein the outer wrapper defines a distal end

axially offset from the inlet flow face, the outer wrapper including a radially outward

extending flange proximate the distal end.

24. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity, an inlet and an outlet;

a primary filter element having:

a media pack extending axially between an inlet end and an outlet end,

a sealing flange having a radially outward facing sealing face, the sealing flange

being operably secured to the media pack;

a safety filter element having:

filter media extending axially between an inlet end and an outlet end;

a seal support structure operably secured to the filter media;

an outward directed radial seal surface supported by the seal support structure

sealingly engaging an inner surface of the filter housing;

an inward directed radial seal surface supported by the seal support structure

sealingly engaging the radially outward facing sealing face of the sealing flange of the

primary filter element.

25. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the seal support structure has a seal

support supporting the inward and outward seal surfaces and an intermediate section

extending between the seal support and the filter media of the safety filter element, the

intermediate section and the inward directed radial seal surface forming a channel

therebetween axially receiving the sealing flange of the primary filter therein when the

radially outward facing sealing face thereof engages the inward directed radial seal surface

of the safety filter element.

26. The filter assembly of claim 25, wherein the seal support is a generally

axially extending first flange and the intermediate section includes a second generally

axially extending second flange spaced radially inward therefrom, the intermediate section

structure further includes a radially extending section coupling the first and second flanges.



27. The filter assembly of claim 26, wherein the outward and inward directed

radial seal surfaces are provided by a single seal member.

28. The filter assembly of claim 27, wherein the single seal member is attached

to the seal support with the seal support radially interposed between the inward and outward

directed radial seal surfaces.

29. The filter assembly of claim 28, wherein the seal support includes radially

directed reliefs formed therethrough, the seal member extending radially through the reliefs.

30. The filter assembly of claim 29, wherein the reliefs are apertures.

31. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the safety filter axially abuts the

fiuted media pack of the primary filter when assembled to prevent telescoping of the fluted

media pack.

32. The filter assembly of claim 31, wherein the safety filter includes a grate, the

grate axially abutting the outlet end of the fiuted media pack.

33. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein an inlet face of the filter media of

the safety filter element is axially closer to the outlet end of the fiuted media pack of the

primary filter than the engagement between the sealing flange of the primary filter element

and the inward directed radial seal surface.

34. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the filter housing has a radially

inward directed step, the safety filter element axially abutting the radially inward directed

step.

35. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the sealing flange is more rigid than

a material forming the inward directed radial seal surface.

36. The filter assembly of claim 27, wherein the seal member is formed

from foamed polyurethane.



37. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the sealing face of the sealing

flange is axially spaced from the media pack.

38. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the sealing face of the sealing

flange is axially positioned, at least in part, between the inlet and outlet ends of the fluted

media pack.

39. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the outward directed radial seal

surface is axially spaced from the inward directed radial seal surface.

40. The filter assembly of claim 39, wherein the inward directed radial seal

surface is axially closer to the outlet end of the fluted media pack of the primary filter

element than the outward directed radial seal surface, when assembled.

4 1. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein the seal support structure axially

receives, at least part of, the primary filter element when the filter assembly is assembled.

42. The filter assembly of claim 24, wherein, at least part of, the inward directed

radial seal surface is axially between the inlet end and the outlet end of the fluted media

pack when the filter assembly is assembled.

43. A safety filter element comprising:

filter media;

an outward directed radial seal surface;

an inward directed radial seal surface;

a seal support structure operably secured to the filter media supporting the

outward and inward directed radial seal surfaces, the seal support structure having a seal

support supporting the inward and outward directed radial seal surfaces and an intermediate

section extending between the seal support and the filter media, the intermediate section and

the inward directed radial seal surface forming a channel therebetween with the radially

inward directed radial seal surface faces the intermediate portion.



44. The safety filter of claim 43, wherein the seal support is a generally axially

extending first flange and the intermediate section includes a second generally axially

extending second flange spaced radially inward therefrom, the intermediate section structure

further includes a radially extending section coupling the first and second flanges.

45. The safety filter of claim 44, wherein the outward and inward directed radial

seal surfaces are provided by a single seal member.

46. The safety filter of claim 45, wherein the single seal member is attached to

the seal support with the seal support radially interposed between the inward and outward

directed radial seal surfaces.

47. The safety filter of claim 46, wherein the seal support includes radially

directed reliefs formed therethrough, the seal member extending radially through the reliefs.

48. The safety filter of claim 47, wherein the reliefs are apertures.

49. A primary filter element comprising:

a fluted media pack having an inlet end and an outlet end;

a rigid seal flange secured to the fluted media pack, the rigid seal flange defining a

radially outward directed seal surface for sealing with a softer sealing material.

50. The primary filter element of claim 49, wherein the radially outward directed

seal surface is axially spaced from an outlet end of the fluted media pack.

51. The primary filter element of claim 50, further comprising an intermediate

portion connecting the rigid seal flange to the fluted media pack.

52. The primary filter element of claim 51, wherein the intermediate portion is

secured to a radially outer periphery of the fluted media pack and is dimensioned radially

greater than the rigid seal flange.



53. The primary filter element of claim 49, wherein the radially outward directed

seal surface is, at least in part, axially positioned between the inlet and outlet ends of the

fluted media pack.

54. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity, an inlet and an outlet;

a primary filter element having:

a fluted media pack extending axially between an inlet end and an outlet end,

a sealing flange having a radially outward facing sealing face, the sealing flange

being operably secured to the media pack;

a tubular safety filter element defining an internal cavity in which the fluted media

pack extends, the tubular safety filter element having:

a tubular ring of filter media;

an outward directed radial seal surface operably attached to the filter media sealingly

engaging an inner surface of the filter housing;

an inward directed radial seal surface operably attached to the filter media sealingly

engaging the radially outward facing sealing face of the sealing flange of the primary filter

element.

55. The filter assembly of claim 54, wherein the tubular safety filter further

includes an end cap closing an end of the filter media.

56. The filter assembly of claim 54, wherein the fluid flow path through the filter

assembly includes initially entering into the inlet end of the fluted media pack, passing

axially through the fluted media pack and exiting the outlet end, passing radially outward

through the tubular safety filter.

57. The filter assembly of claim 56, wherein the primary filter element includes a

generally imperforate cylindrical wrapper extending axially between the inlet and outlet

ends of the fluted media pack, the outlet end fluidly communicating with the internal cavity

of the tubular safety filter.



58. The filter assembly of claim 55, further comprising a support structure

axially supporting at least a portion of the outlet end of the primary filter element.

59. The filter assembly of claim 54, wherein the filter housing includes a

decreasing diameter section that decreases in dimension along the fluid flow direction, the

decreasing diameter section including a plurality of flow dividing fins extending generally

radially inward.

60. The filter assembly of claim 59, wherein the flow dividing fins define an

axial abutment against which the tubular safety filter abuts when inserted within the

housing.

6 1. The filter assembly of claim 60, wherein the tubular safety filter is generally

positioned between the inlet of the housing and the flow dividing fins.

62. The filter assembly of claim 54, wherein the inward directed radial seal

surface is spaced radially inward from an inner cylindrical periphery of the tubular ring of

filter media and the outward directed radial seal surface is spaced radially outward from an

outer cylindrical periphery of the tubular ring of filter media.

63. The filter assembly of claim 62, wherein the primary filter element has an

outer cylindrical periphery and a radial gap is formed between the outer cylindrical

periphery of the primary filter element and the inner cylindrical periphery of the tubular ring

of filter media.

64. The filter assembly of claim 55, further comprising a support grate

positioned proximate the outlet end of the fluted media pack within the internal cavity of the

tubular safety filter.

65. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity and an open inlet end;

an annular seal member carried on the open inlet end;

a filter element including:



a media pack;

an air swirler attached to the media pack and extending, at least partially, radially

outward beyond the media pack, the air swirler engaging an axial end of the annular seal

member;

a cover.

66. The filter assembly of claim 65, wherein the air swirler includes a plurality

of veins defining radially inward directed flow passages.

67. The filter assembly of claim 66, wherein the cover includes an outer annular

skirt defining swirler inlet ports therein.

68. The filter assembly of claim 67, wherein the outer annular skirt radially seals

on the radially outer periphery of the annular seal member.

69. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity;

a cover attached to the housing;

a primary filter element positioned within the internal cavity having a media pack;

a secondary filter element having:

filter media;

an upstream grate attached to the filter media and located proximate an upstream

side of the filter media, the upstream grate proximate a downstream end of the media pack

of the primary filter element;

a downstream grate attached to the filter media and located proximate a

downstream side of the filter media;

a seal member being axially compressed between the primary filter element and

the filter housing providing the seal for both the primary filter element and the secondary

filter element relative to the housing.

70. The filter assembly of claim 69, wherein the primary filter element includes

an outer imperforate wrapper and includes a seal flange, the seal flange extending radially

inward over a portion of the downstream end of the media pack of the primary filter



element, the seal member being axially compressed between the filter housing and an axial

face of the seal flange.

71. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity;

a cover attached to the housing;

a primary filter element positioned within the internal cavity having a media pack;

a secondary filter element having:

filter media;

an upstream grate attached to the filter media and located proximate an upstream

side of the filter media, the upstream grate proximate a downstream end of the media pack

of the primary filter element;

a downstream grate attached to the filter media and located proximate a

downstream side of the filter media;

a first seal member being axially compressed between the primary filter element

and a seal support member of the secondary filter element;

a second seal member being axially compressed between the seal support member

and the filter housing.

72. The filter assembly of claim 71, wherein the filter housing includes an outer

annular sidewall extending between an inlet end and an outlet end of the filter housing, the

filter housing further including an inner annular sidewall spaced radially inward from the

outer annular sidewall forming an annular trough therebetween with a mouth axially facing

the inlet end of the filter housing, a radially extending abutment surface extends radially

between the inner and outer annular sidewalls forming a bottom of the trough, the second

seal member axially compressed against the abutment surface.

73. The filter assembly of claim 72, wherein the seal support member extends

axially into the annular trough.

74. The filter assembly of claim 72, wherein the downstream grate rests axially

against a distal end of the inner annular sidewall proximate the mouth of the trough.



75. The filter assembly of claim 71, wherein the primary filter element includes a

sealing flange extending radially inward over the downstream end of the media pack of the

primary filter element, the sealing flange axially compressed against the first seal member.

76. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity extending between an inlet and an outlet,

the filter housing having a radially extending seal surface axially facing the inlet, the

housing having a downstream support grate interposed between the inlet and the outlet;

a cover attached to the housing;

a primary filter element positioned within the internal cavity having:

a media pack;

a seal member operably attached to the media pack axially biased against and

sealing with the radially extending seal surface of the filter housing;

a secondary filter element having filter media positioned upstream and against the

downstream support grate;

a removable grate axially interposed between the secondary filter element and the

media pack of the primary filter element proximate a downstream end of the media pack of

the primary filter element.

77. The filter assembly of claim 76, wherein the filter housing includes an outer

annular sidewall extending between the inlet end and the outlet end of the filter housing, the

filter housing further including an inner annular sidewall spaced radially inward from the

outer annular sidewall forming an annular trough therebetween with a mouth axially facing

the inlet end of the filter housing, the radially extending seal surface extending radially

between the inner and outer annular sidewalls forming a bottom of the trough,

the seal member extending axially into the trough through the mouth.

78. The filter assembly of claim 77, wherein the removable grate includes an

axially extending annular flange, the axially extending annular flange extending into the

trough to radially locate the removable grate relative to the housing.

79. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing defining an internal cavity extending between an inlet and an outlet;



a seal member attached to the filter housing proximate the inlet defining a radially

inward directed seal surface;

a tubular primary filter element including:

a tubular media pack extending between an inlet end and an outlet end, the tubular

media pack having a generally imperforate inner periphery extending between the inlet and

outlet ends;

an axially extending seal flange attached to the tubular media pack proximate the

inlet end, the axially extending seal flange defining a radially outward directing seal surface,

the radially outward directed seal surface engaging the radially inward directed seal surface

of the seal member;

a secondary filter element positioned within the tubular primary filter element, the

secondary filter element having:

a closed end proximate the inlet end of the tubular media pack of the tubular

media pack

a radially directed seal carried at the closed end radially engaging the inner

periphery of the tubular media pack;

a third seal member sealing an open end of the secondary filter element to the

filter housing proximate the outlet;

wherein a fluid flow path through the filter assembly flows axially through the

primary filter element and then radially through the secondary filter element.

80. The filter assembly of claim 79, wherein the filter housing includes a

perforate axial abutment shelf against which the primary filter element axially abuts

proximate the outlet end of the tubular media pack.

81. The filter assembly of claim 80, wherein a radial gap is formed between the

primary and secondary filter elements.

82. The filter assembly of claim 79, wherein the seal member is releasably

mechanically secured to the filter housing.

83. The filter assembly of claim 79, further comprising a cover sealingly

engaging the seal member, the cover being located proximate the inlet of the housing.



84. A filter assembly comprising:

an upstream housing section;

a downstream housing section;

a filter element axially interposed between the upstream and downstream housing

sections, the filter element including a media pack surrounded by an outer wrapper, the

outer wrapper forming, at least part, of a flow path through the filter assembly

separating the flow path from the surrounding ambient.

85 . A media pack comprising:

an outer tubular media pack having an outer imperforate wrapper portion, the

tubular media pack defines an internal cavity;

an inner cylindrical media pack positioned within the internal cavity of the outer

tubular media pack, the inner cylindrical media pack includes an outer imperforate wrapper

portion; and

wherein fluid flow through the media pack travels axially from an inlet end of the

tubular media pack axially toward an outlet end through the filter media thereof. The fluid

will then flow radially inward toward an inlet end of the cylindrical media pack. The f uid

will then flow axially from the inlet end of the cylindrical media pack toward the outlet end

of the cylindrical media pack.

86. The media pack of claim 85, wherein an inner periphery of the tubular media

pack defining the internal cavity is provided by an inner imperforate wrapper portion.

87. A filter assembly comprising:

A filter housing including an inlet end and an outlet end, the filter housing

including:

an annular sidewall that includes a radially outward extending mounting

flange that provides an axially facing sealing face that faces axially away from the outlet;

a downstream grate that is positioned closer to the outlet end than the inlet

end that extends across an outlet of the housing;

a filter element including:

a filter media pack;

a radially outward extending sealing flange operably secured to the filter

media pack, the radially outward extending sealing flange being positioned proximate an

inlet end of the filter media pack; and



a gasket axially compressed between the radially outward extending mounting

fiange and the radially outward extending sealing flange of the filter element.

88. The filter assembly of claim 87, wherein the radially outward extending

sealing flange of the filter element includes locating structures formed therein to orient the

filter element relative to the filter housing.

89. The filter assembly of claim 88, wherein the locating structures are voids

formed in the radially outward extending sealing flange, the voids receiving cooperating

locating structures of the filter housing.

90. The filter assembly of claim 89, wherein the cooperating locating structure of

the filter housing is at least one threaded stud used to secure a cover of the filter assembly to

the filter housing, the cover axially biased against the filter element causing the radially

outward extending sealing flange of the filter element to be axially biased against the

gasket.

91. A filter assembly comprising:

a filter housing including an inlet that enters an outer cylindrical sidewall of the

filter housing at an angle, an outlet formed in an end of the filter housing, the housing

further including an inner cylindrical sidewall radially inward of the outer cylindrical

sidewall, an annular gap is formed between the inner and outer annular sidewalls, the inner

cylindrical sidewall defining an internal cavity interposed fluidly between the inlet and the

outlet, the cavity having an inlet end axially spaced away from the outlet of the filter

housing

a filter element positioned within the internal cavity defined by the inner cylindrical

sidewall, the filter element including an axially extending media pack,;

a cover sealingly attached to the outer annular sidewall of the housing proximate the

inlet end of the inner annular sidewall;

a seal member radially interposed between the filter element and a radially inner

surface of the inner annular sidewall;

a fin cage interposed between the inlet of the housing and the media pack, the fin

cage axially sealingly engaging the seal member to prevent bypass therebetween, the fin

cage configured to spin fluid after it enters the filter housing but prior to it entering the filter

media.



92. The filter assembly of claim 91, wherein the media pack has an outer

diameter proximate the inlet end that is less than an inner diameter of the inner surface of

the inner cylindrical sidewall.

93. The filter assembly of claim 92, wherein the seal member is axially wedge

shaped in cross-section such that it gets thinner in thickness when moving in a downstream

direction from the inlet end towards the outlet end of the filter housing.

94. The filter assembly of claim 91, wherein the cover axially abuts the spin cage

and biases the spin cage axially into the seal member, when the cover is attached to the

outer annular sidewall.

95. The filter assembly of claim 91, wherein the inner annular sidewall tapers in

a direction extending axially away from the outlet end of the housing such that the upstream

distal end of the inner annular sidewall is thinner than the downstream end of the inner

annular sidewall.

96. The filter assembly of claim 95, wherein the inner diameter of the inner

surface of the inner annular sidewall is greater proximate the upstream end at the

downstream end.

97. The filter assembly of claim 96, wherein the outer diameter of the filter

media is substantially constant the entire axial length of the filter media.
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